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Abstract
Riak CS (Cloud Storage) is open source object storage cloud service used by platforms, like, Eucalyptus and CloudStack.
To efﬁciently manage the services, there is a need to provide increased visibility into storage infrastructure. There exists signiﬁcant
research on ways of monitoring cloud; however, little is discussed about what should be monitored. In this paper, we identify
parameters that need to be monitored for storage infrastructure of Riak CS. We identify processes and their parameters that need
to be monitored, also justify need for same. The proposed list is applied to some existing monitoring tools. Also, monitoring list
presented here results in paradigm shift from identifying monitoring requirement a new every time to selecting features from list.
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1. Introduction
Storage clouds provides highly available, scalable and reliable platform to store and manage user’s data
off-premises. Different storage clouds, like, Amazon S3, Window Azure Blob Store, EMC Atmos use several
techniques to facilitate user to store their data more efﬁciently1. In storage cloud system, responsibility of management
and security of stored data is the task of service provider; user is free from managing and securing their data.
Riak CS is one of the popular open source storage clouds which provide object storage as a service. It is sponsored
by Basho technologies in March, 2012 and became open source in March 2013. It is written in Erlang with some
pluggable codes in C, C++, Java and JavaScript. Eucalyptus and CloudStack, some of the most popular open-source
Infrastructure as a service provider cloud platforms, use Riak CS for providing storage services. Several commercial
organization, like, Best Buy, a retailer; Copious, a social commerce marketplace; Gilt, an online shopping site; Health
care, a national health service use Riak CS for storage.
With increased demand of storage cloud service in the market, the evolving system has resulted in increased
complexity of storage infrastructure. As a result there is a need to monitor storage infrastructure.Monitoring is required
for good health of the system and beneﬁcial for both – the service provider and the consumer. The task of monitoring
storage system is responsibility of system administrator. There is a need to monitor available storage infrastructure, its
usage, processes running in the system and OS resource usage during execution of the system.
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Riak CS provides several statistics and command line tools that collect data about the available resources and the
processes running in the system. Several third party monitoring tools, like, Nagios, Zabbix, CollectD etc. collect
monitoring data from the system and present them in an analytical and understandable way. Although several
documents2–5 exist stating the ways of monitoring a cloud system for speciﬁc purposes; there is lack of documentation
that provides the parameters that need to be monitored for storage cloud infrastructure.
In this paper, we aim to identify the parameters that are required to be monitored for Riak CS storage infrastructure.
We identify processes running in the system that are required to store and manage data, and, the parameters that need
to be monitored. We categorize the monitoring functionality as follows:
• Attributes of available storage infrastructure
• Usage of storage infrastructure
• Functionality of processes running in system
• Utilization of OS processes during execution
Here, we present infrastructure monitoring list for the four identiﬁed categories. For the parameters that we propose to
be monitored in each list, we justify the need by providing an explanation for the same.
The presented list will facilitate system administrator in establishing infrastructure monitoring requirements during
operation and maintenance phase of Riak CS software life cycle. Currently, an ad-hoc approach is being used for
specifying monitoring requirements. System administrator determines monitoring requirements based on current need
of system. Monitoring parameters identiﬁed by using this approach has high probability of being quite basic in nature.
The presented list will help to shift paradigm from specifying parameters required to be monitored to the selection and
choice of parameters from list. The list also beneﬁts the developers of third party monitoring software for Riak CS
during the requirement elicitation phase; they can select parameters from list to be included in software.
For identifying the processes running in the system and the parameters for monitoring to formulate the lists, we have
performed an in-depth study of the architecture and working of Riak CS. We have also studied statistics provided by
the system and the command line tools available to the system administrator. The proposed lists have been applied
to some popular open source third party monitoring software used for monitoring Riak CS. The list presented here is
extendible and can be easily updated to add more parameters.
In this paper, Section 2 provides an overview of Riak CS storage system and its infrastructure. Section 3 discusses
identiﬁed background processes running in Riak system. Section 4 and Section 5 explains list of parameters required
to be monitored for storage infrastructure attributes and its usage data along with the reasons for monitoring
the parameters respectively. Monitoring parameters for background processes and usage data of OS resources in
conjunction with rationale of monitoring the parameters are provided in Section 6 and 7 respectively. Section 8
describes case study for identifying parameters monitored by existing monitoring software. Section 9 explains related
work. Section 10 states the conclusion.
2. Riak CS and its Infrastructure
Riak CS6 is simple and highly available storage cloud used for establishing public and private clouds. It exists as a
cloud storage layer over Basho’s NoSQL database, Riak. In the following subsections, we have discussed components
of Riak CS, physical and logical infrastructure and available services of Riak.
2.1 Components
Riak CS storage system is comprised of three components – Riak, Stanchion and Riak CS. Riak is a NoSQL
database used for backend storage; Stanchion is an application that manages requests for user creation, and bucket
creation and deletion. Riak CS is an upper layer that provides object storage as a service.
Riak is a highly available, fault tolerant, horizontally scalable and distributed key-value store in which, data is stored
as a value against a key within a bucket. A bucket name, key and its value are combined to form an object. To provide
availability of data, the data is replicated. Different properties of bucket, like, number of times data is to be replicated,
number of successful writes before acknowledging a write success, number of reads for a successful read, etc.; are
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conﬁgured while creating a bucket. In Riak system, bucket types can also be deﬁned, which, is a group of buckets
having similar properties. Riak provides a storage platform to store data coming from Riak CS layer.
Riak CS provides an object storage layer. It supports Amazon S3 and OpenStack Swift compatible APIs to facilitate
users to perform different actions, like, read, create, delete and update data. Users need to authenticate to access
their data via using Swift or S3 authentication system. User creates bucket and store their data within the buckets.
User-deﬁned buckets are different from the buckets deﬁned in Riak component. User ID used to authenticate a user
and bucket name must be unique in whole Riak CS environment.
To enforce global uniqueness of entities, Stanchion application serializes the requests that involve creation and
modiﬁcation of the entities. When a user creates an account, it is mandatory to associate an email address with user ID.
It does not accept a user creation request with same email address. Similarly, bucket creation request with a bucket
name that already exists; is rejected. To apply these functionalities and to avoid redundancy, Stanchion application
handles user creation and bucket creation and deletion requests in a serialized order.
2.2 Physical infrastructure
Riak CS storage infrastructure is presented as a cluster which is accommodated by multiple well-connected hosts.
When Riak instance runs on a host, it is referred as ‘Riak node’ and when Riak CS instance runs on a host, it is referred
as ‘Riak CS node’. There is one Riak node for every Riak CS node. Riak and Riak CS node can run on separate hosts
but it is recommended to run both on same host. Every node in cluster has unique name and is divided into a number
of virtual nodes called ‘vnodes’. Each vnode is an Erlang process which is responsible for handling incoming requests,
storing objects in appropriate backend, retrieving objects from backend, replicating data, resolving conﬂicts between
object replicas stored on different nodes and much more.
2.3 Logical infrastructure
Logically, Riak cluster is presented as a consistent hashing ordered ‘ring’, a 160-bit integer space which is
divided into equal sized ‘partitions’. Number of partitions in a ring is termed as ‘ring size’. Each partition stores a
non-overlapping range of hash values. When a request for an object is received, it calculates 160-bit hash value of
object path and identiﬁes the partition responsible for storing the calculated hash value. Each partition is mapped with
a vnode to store object. Number of vnodes per node in a cluster is approximately equal to ring size divided by number
of nodes. Each consecutive partition in the ring corresponds to a vnode in a different node.
2.4 Available services
There are several services running on every node in Riak CS cluster, like, riak−core, riak−kv and riak−pipe. Each
service has its unique functionality to support storage and management of data. Different services in Riak are:
• Riak−core: It provides a basic framework to support implementation of Riak storage system from beneath.
It facilitates some underpinning functionalities, like, partitioning the keyspace, creating and managing vnodes
etc.; and the functionalities not related to client interface and request handling.
• Riak−kv: It is a key/value data store implementation of Riak core. It provides the functionalities, like, request
handling, data replication, data integrity, failure recovery etc. Riak−kv also supports implementation of features,
like, MapReduce and secondary indexing for querying Riak storage system.
• Riak−pipe: It provides an input/output messaging system for empowering MapReduce functionality.
• Riak−search: It is distributed full text search engine that enables search with content of values stored in a key.
• Storage backend: Riak supports different storage backend to store data – Bitcask, LevelDB, memory and multi.
Each storage backend has its unique features. Bitcask is default storage backend. It provides high performance,
low latency but requires a lot of memory. LevelDB is announced by Google and supports secondary index.
Memory backend store data in memory, but data is not persisted. Multi backend allows selecting different storage
backend while creating a bucket. For conﬁguring Riak CS, Riak node is conﬁgured for supporting multi backend.
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Table 1. Processes running in system.
Processes Riak CS Stanchion Riak
Authentication  – –
Storage calculation  – –
Multipart upload  – –
Garbage collection  – –
Logging  – –
Request Serialization –  –
Request handling – – 
Replication – – 
Vector clock – – 
Sibling creation – – 
Commit hooks – – 
Active Anti-Entropy – – 
Read repair – – 
Ring state change – – 
Gossiping – – 
Hinted handoff – – 
Rebalancing – – 
Strong consistency – – 
3. Background Processes
To store and manage data, several processes run in the system. We have studied architecture and proper functioning
of system and identiﬁed the processes. Each process runs on different component of Riak CS system, as shown in
Table 1 and has a speciﬁc role. Several processes running in system change their value or state at run time and have
impact on functioning of the system; that is why they need to be monitored. There are also some processes that do not
modify; such processes need not be monitored. Examples of such processes are – authentication, storage calculation,
multipart upload, garbage collection, logging, request serialization, replication, vector clock, and sibling creation. The
processes required to be monitored are – request handling, active anti-entropy, read repair, ring state change, gossiping,
hinted handoff, rebalancing and strong consistency. Riak component handles user’s request and store/retrieve data
to/from backend. Active Anti-Entropy process runs continuously in background to check for any divergent, missing
or corrupted data. Read repair process occurs when there is a successful read but all replicas are not agreed with the
value. Ring state change occurs when a node changes its claim on the ring. Ring state is propagated among nodes via
‘gossip’ protocol. If a node fails, a backup node temporarily take over the responsibilities of failed node. The backup
node is termed as ‘hinted handoff ’ node. As original node comes back, it takes its responsibilities back. Since cloud
storage is elastic in nature; storage capacity can be changed dynamically according to requirement. As nodes are added
or removed from the system, data is dynamically redistributed and rebalanced. While Riak is eventual consistent,
but strong consistency can also be applied on some of its objects by enabling this feature at bucket level. In strong
consistent environment, write and read to the objects stored in the bucket will return the latest value.
4. Storage Infrastructure Monitoring
Monitoring of storage infrastructure is required by system administrator. Due to elastic nature of storage clouds,
there is a need to increase or decrease storage capacity of system, dynamically, at runtime based on current load
requirement. Therefore, there is a need to keep visibility on resources available, detection of failures occurrence in
system and to remove the cause of failure. All these tasks are responsibilities of system administrator of a storage
cloud. System administrator needs to monitor storage infrastructure to determine available resources.
In this section, we present a list of storage infrastructure attributes that need to be monitored to identify available
storage infrastructure so that the need to enhance or reduce storage capacity at any level can be determined. For
identifying storage infrastructure attributes and for formulating the lists, we have studied the architecture of Riak CS
storage system and command line tools available to the system administrator.
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Table 2. Storage infrastructure monitoring attributes.
Level Detail List Number Status
Cluster Nodes Nodes All cluster members
Vnodes Vnodes Pending ownership handoffs
All nodes with associated partition ownership
Unreachable nodes
Node Nodename Nodes that this node is aware of at this time Vnodes All vnodes running on local node
Available services (e.g. riak−kv) Available services
Vnode Vnode ID Keys managed by a vnode Keys managed by a vnode Storage backend currently in use
List of storage infrastructure attributes describes parameters that are required for monitoring of Riak CS storage
infrastructure. The list helps system administrator in identifying monitoring parameters to keep a track of the resources
available in the system. Storage infrastructure attributes are divided into three levels – cluster, node and vnode; based
on hierarchy of physical infrastructure. For each level, parameters, like, detail of each level, number, list and status
of components managed at each level are identiﬁed. Details, like, ID, name etc. deﬁne uniqueness of individual
component at that level 2. Number determines the count of components available; list explores the detailed record of all
components and status discusses the current scenario of individual component at that level. Components at cluster level
are vnodes and nodes with their associated partitions. At node level, identiﬁed components are vnodes and available
services at that node. Keys managed by a vnode are deﬁned as a component at vnode level.
Table 2 lists the attributes of storage infrastructure of Riak CS storage system that need to be monitored. The list will
be beneﬁcial for system administrator in selecting the parameters that are required to monitor storage infrastructure of
Riak CS. With help of the list, system administrator can identify available resources in the storage system at different
levels. The list will facilitate system administrator to handle any critical situation, like, system crash, node failure, high
load circumstances. System administrator can easily identify the level and the amount of resource capacity needed to
be increased or decreased according to the situation.
5. Storage Usage Monitoring
Utilization of storage infrastructure is needed to be monitored to determine the workload at different levels. It is
required by system administrator to identify storage capacity requirements of the system, frequency of operations
performed by user and management of load surge circumstances.
Here, we present list of parameters that should be examined to identify the consumption of available storage
infrastructure. Data list of storage utilization is a collection of the parameters vital for monitoring usage of the available
resources at runtime. Storage usage data list is required to identify the amount and rate at which storage resources are
consumed by the user. Parameters, like, available disk space, I/O wait, read/write ratio and load average are monitored
under this category. Storage utilization parameters can be supervised at all levels – cluster, node and vnode; deﬁned for
storage infrastructure monitoring. Table 3 catalogs storage utilization data that is required to be monitored in Riak CS
storage system along with the reason for monitoring the parameter.
The list grants beneﬁts to system administrator in determining storage utilization in different terms, like, disk
capacity, IO bound or CPU bound, read-heavy or write-heavy, load. System administrator can choose parameters from
the list needed to monitor according to the use case requirement and current demand of users.
6. Background Process Monitoring
Processes that alter their state and effect system execution are required to be monitored for analyzing the correct
working of system at run time. Here, we discuss the parameters that need to be monitored for background processes
along with the reasons for monitoring the parameters. For identifying the parameters and preparing the lists, we have
studied the administrator command line tools and statistics provided by Riak CS storage system. The presented list of
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Table 3. Storage utilization monitoring data.
Parameters Reason
Available Disk Space Monitor disk capacity. If disk capacity more than 80% full, need to add more storage capacity
IOWait Measure % of time CPU remains idle and waits for an I/O to complete. Helps to identify whether system is I/O bound or
CPU bound
Read/Write Ratio If system is write heavy, there is a need of less RAM for caching data.
Load Average Identify load to determine if there is any need to increase/decrease capacity of system.
Note: Storage utilization monitoring parameters can be used to monitor the system at cluster, node and individual vnode level.
parameters will help system administrator in identifying the problems faced in the running system and in ﬁnding out
the reasons for the coming problems so that system can be protected from any drastic damage. Background processes
functionality list provides the parameters that need to be monitored for the different processes running in the system.
The list also presents the explanation of why to monitor these parameters and the effect of monitoring the parameters
on the system.
Necessary information about GET or PUT operations coordinated by a node or a vnode is required to bemonitored in
request handling process for different options, like, total operations performed by node or vnode since the node started;
number of operations performed in last one minute; number of operations currently active; number of operations
rejected since node started and in last minute. Different statistics, like, mean, median, 95th, 99th and 100th percentile
are calculated for some of the options, like, time between request and its subsequent response, siblings encountered
during the operation and object size encountered by node. Commit hooks can be monitored for total number of
pre-commit and post-commit failure in the system. Parameters that should be watched for active Anti-Entropy process
are exchanged, hash tree and key repaired with different options, like, most recent and the time period since exchanged
for exchanges; creation time for hash tree and most recent key repaired, mean number and maximum number of keys
repaired since node started. Read repair process is observed for total read repair operation coordinated by a node;
performed on a primary vnode or fallback vnode due to outdated replicas or missing replicas. Some processes, like, ring
state change and strong consistency are monitored for their current status in the system along with other parameters,
such as, time taken to converge for the ring after ring change and number of GET/PUT operations performed in strong
consistent environment.
Parameters of different processes are required to be monitored for several reasons, such as, request handling process
is needed to be screened to identify the request processing load on each node or vnode so that appropriate steps can be
taken to identify the problem if there is any deviation from the actual performance; failures in commit hooks should
be monitored to identify the problem in enforcing the hooks in the system. Number of corrupted ﬁles generated in the
system and the rate at which they are generated is needed to be identiﬁed for determining any unwanted condition in
the system; for which Active Anti-Entropy process is required to be monitored. Similarly, it is necessitated to keep
a watch on different parameters of processes for promising correct working and efﬁcient management of the system.
Table 4 explains the monitoring parameters of processes that are running in. The list will facilitate system administrator
in identifying parameters for monitoring a process in system and to determine efﬁcient working of the system.
7. OS Processes Utilization Data Monitoring
There are some OS resources, like CPU, memory and network that are utilized while the system is running.
Consumption of these resources has an impact on system performance. Thus, OS process utilization need to be
monitored for improved efﬁciency and performance of the system.
OS process utilization data list makes the list of parameters available that are required to be monitored for identifying
the consumption of OS resources in execution of several tasks in the system.
Utilization of memory can be determined for different purposes, like, total allocated memory which is the sum of
memory allocated to processes and system, memory allocated and used by Erlang processes, memory allocated and
used for atom storage etc. Memory usage parameters are needed to be examined for determining the requirement of
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Table 4. Monitoring parameters of processes running in system.
Processes Parameters Options
Request handling GET FSM coordinated by node Total, in last minute, active, rejected – Total/in last minute, in rate, out rate, time
between request and response, siblings encountered, object size
PUT FSM coordinated by node Total, in last minute, active, rejected – Total, in last minute, in rate, out rate, time
between request and response
GET/PUT coordinated by vnode Total, in last minute
Commit hooks Count Number of failures
Active Anti-Entropy Exchange Most recent, how long it has been since exchanged
Hash tree Creation time
Keys repaired Most recent, mean, max
Read repair Coordinated by a node Total
Performed on primary vnode Due to stale replicas/missing replicas
Performed on fallback vnode Due to stale replicas/missing replicas
Ring state change Time taken Min., Max., mean, last observed histogram value
Status whether all nodes in cluster agree on ring state
Gossiping No. of ring reconciliation operation Total, in last minute
Number of gossip messages Ignored total, in last minute
Hinted handoff Count Rejected operations, timeout encountered
Rebalancing Time taken Min., Max., mean, last observed histogram value
Strong consistency Status On/off
GET request Total, in last minute, object size, time between request and response
PUT request Total, in last minute, object size, time between request and response
Table 5. OS processes utilization data.
Processes Parameters
CPU Utilization Number of OS processes, avg. number of active processes for last 1, 5, 15 minutes
Memory Utilization Total allocated memory; memory for processes – allocated, used, not directly related; memory for atom storage – currently
allocated, used; used for binaries; allocated for Erlang Term Storage; available system memory; allocated for a node
Network Utilization Throughput
Note: OS processes utilization parameters can be monitored for each process running in system, node and cluster as a whole.
additional RAM than available for different purposes. Parameters that determine CPU consumption in the system are
number of operating system processes running in the system, and average number of active processes for last 1, 5 and
15 minutes. The parameters are required for identifying the average load on the CPU resources available in the system.
If peak CPU utilization is greater than 30% of total capacity, then there is a need to add more CPU resources. Network
throughput is also determined to identify network trafﬁc. If network trafﬁc is greater than 20% of total capacity, then
there is a requirement of extra network resources for smooth transfer of data.
OS processes utilization can be monitored at different levels, like, cluster, node and vnode. Table 5 explains
OS processes utilization parameters. List of OS processes utilization parameters will help system administrator in
determining usage of CPU, memory and network in carrying out processing of system in a smooth and efﬁcient way.
8. Case Study
The presented list of parameters has been applied to some monitoring software as a case study, speciﬁcally,
CollectD, JMX, Ganglia, OpenTSDB, and Riak Control.
CollectD7 is open source daemon that collects metrics to analyze system performance periodically to avoid
performance bottleneck in system. Java Management Extensions8 (JMX) is a web based modular management
and monitoring tool for monitoring devices, applications and service-driven networks. Ganglia9 are scalable and
distributed monitoring tool used mainly for clusters and grids for determining performance of system. OpenTSDB10
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Table 6. Storage infrastructure attributes case study.
Level Parameters CollectD JMX Ganglia OpenTSDB Riak Control
Cluster Nodes – List, Number – – – – 
Vnodes – List, Number –  
List of nodes with associated partition ownership – – – – 
List of unreachable nodes – – – – 
Current status of cluster members – – – 
Pending ownership handoffs – – – 
Node Nodename – – – – 
List of nodes that this node is aware of at this time – – – – 
Available services – List, Status – – – – 
Vnodes – Number, Status – – – – 
vnode Vnode ID – – – – –
File where vnode stores its data – – – – –
Storage backend currently in use – – – – –
Keys managed by a vnode – List, Number – – – – –
Table 7. Processes case study.
Processes CollectD JMX Ganglia OpenTSDB Riak Control
Request handling    
Commit hooks – – – – –
Active Anti-Entropy – – – – –
Read repair – –   –
Ring state change – – – – –
Gossiping – – – – –
Hinted handoff – – – – –
Rebalancing – – – – –
Strong consistency – – – – –
Table 8. OS processes utilization.
OS Processes CollectD JMX Ganglia OpenTSDB Riak Control
CPU Utilization   – – –
Memory Utilization  –   
Network Utilization – – – – –
(Time Series DataBase) consists of Time Series Daemon and some utilities to collect time series data from running
system. Riak Control11 is Riak speciﬁc web based administrative user interface for monitoring Riak cluster.
Table 6, 7, 8 present relative lists of parameters supported by selected monitoring software for storage infrastructure
attributes, processes running in system and OS processes utilization respectively. Figure 1 shows graphical
representation of percentage of parameters for monitoring software selected for case study.
Our key ﬁndings are:
• Storage infrastructure attributes are monitored by JMX and Ganglia only (7.14%); CollectD and OpenTSDB are
not monitoring (0%) these attributes; Riak Control is mainly examining this category (64.29).
• Storage usage data is not monitored by any of the selected monitoring software.
• Background processes functionality are monitored 11.11% by CollectD and JMX; Ganglia and OpenTSDB are
monitoring 22.22% of functionalities; Riak Control is not monitoring (0%) processes running in system.
• OS processes utilization data is monitored 33.33% by all selected monitoring software except CollectD (66.67%)
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Fig. 1. Graph showing relative percentage of parameters supported by monitoring software.
Some of the interesting facts that we have found during case study are:
• Most of the selected monitoring software monitors performance of the system in handling user’s request, memory
utilization in system and number of vnodes/partitions (ring size) of the cluster.
• CollectD and JMX are monitoring CPU utilization in the system.
• Read repairs are examined by Ganglia and OpenTSDB.
• Riak control is mainly screening available storage infrastructure and its memory consumption.
• The storage usage parameters are mainly identiﬁed by Linux system commands used by system administrator.
• Most of the processes are not monitored by selected monitoring software.
We realize that the reason of this observed behavior is that the monitoring software is examining the system for the
performance from perspective of the end user; not from perspective of system efﬁciency. There is a need of monitoring
software that can monitor Riak CS storage system for increasing system efﬁciency and for examining storage
utilization. Such monitoring software will be helpful for system administrator of Riak CS. Currently; administrator
command line tools are available for supporting this facility.
9. Related Work
As inclination towards social networking sites, like Facebook, Twitter etc. is increasing with high pace and most
of data generated in daily routine, such as, documents, videos, photos etc. are becoming digitized; there is a great
enhancement in adoption of storage cloud solutions. A lot of work has been carried out for implementing different
features for improving adoption of storage cloud service. Shiang-Lin Lin et al.12 analyzes the factors that affect user
intention for adopting cloud storage service by applying Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and examined
that main restrictions in cloud storage service adoption is concerning security and privacy of the stored data. Several
researchers presented different methodology to implement encryption in storage cloud for security of data13–16.
Similarly, lot of work has been done for automation of storage cloud17,18 and management of data19,20.
Riak CS storage system has come into existent in 2013. After that, much work has been performed for improving
its capabilities, like, Riak PG; a distributed, fault tolerant Erlang process group registry is proposed by Meiklejohn21
for highly available applications. Various services, like, DT Map and Riak pipe are also introduced and improved
timely by many researchers and practitioners22–24. Several monitoring frameworks have also been proposed by several
researchers for supporting speciﬁc purposes2–5. But there is no mention about which parameters should be monitored
in the system. Extensive search for monitoring parameters for Riak CS storage infrastructure, its usage and the process
running in it has yielded no results.
10. Conclusion
In our paper, the list of parameters for monitoring storage infrastructure, storage usage, processes running in the
system, and OS processes utilization for Riak CS storage system has been deﬁned. The list provides a paradigm
shift from stating the parameters needed to be examined for monitoring infrastructure of Riak CS to choosing the
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parameters by referring to the presented list. The list aids the system administrator of Riak CS and developers of third
party monitoring software in specifying parameters to be monitored for smooth and efﬁcient working of the system.
The list is easily expandable and can be updated for monitoring new features and functionalities.
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